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Standing frames Therapeutic indications

THERAPEUTIC SIGNIFICANCE

“There are no precise indications as to the duration and frequency 
of use required to experience specific benefits from using these 
tools. Most studies refer to a 30-45 minutes use per day. However, 
it appears that those who can stand up for 1 and half hours per 
day  can benefit from a great improvement regarding secondary 
complications.It would therefore appear that the minimum 
recommended time may be 30 minutes.” 
Graduating Thesis by Amon Rambaldini, Master in “Assistive 
Technology – Aids for the Wider User Base”. University of Trieste – 
Academic Year 2003-2004.

HEALTH BENEFITS

• Riduces the decubitus sores ;
• Riduces the risk of venous return deficit;
• May reduce spasticity of lower limbs;
• Helps prevent retraction of the muscles of the lower limbs;
• Helps keeping the bone trophism;
• It stimulates the cardiovascular system;
• It improves the dyaphragm breathing capacity;
• It improves function of the intestine;
• Reduces the risk of loss of sense of vertical position.

Standing at an upright position allows the patient to return and get used to a normal position after being bedridden for a long period. For 
keeping an upright position, the body must excert some forces which are different from the ones he is used to excert when dealing with just 
a bed or a wheelchair. Thus, a relief can be obtained, decubitus pathologies can be prevented as well as using some articulations which are 
generally never put into action. One more accomplishment is setting the dyaphragma free, which favour s breathing.

PSYCOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

One's position is a way of expression. Comunicating from an upright position has a deeply positive significance.

The pictures do not corrispond fully to the new available 
configurations. Please see in detail the new choices available.
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6
PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The Standing frame with independet mobility by means of a joystick allows quick transferring, without the need of a carer's intervention. Once 
the upright position is reached, many daily-routine activities can be done. It is possible to perform movements on flat surface. It becomes easy 
to reach work tops to make use of them. Learning a specific technique according to the user's physical conditions, enables the user to perform 
many things without the presence of a carer.

Standing frames Therapeutic indications
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Standing frames An overview on options and adjustments

 A strong link between Struzzo’s performance and its adjustments has emerged as a key aspect to the success of this 
standing system. This essential condition, which is not negative in itself, becomes critical if one thinks they can use and fully 
appreciate Struzzo without having first adjusted it to the user’s body, or that they can adjust it without fully understanding 
what they are actually doing. Thus, adjusting the standing system to the person's anthropometric characteristics is the first 
and most important operation to do. It may only be done by an adequately skilled operator. A wrong adjustment limits or 
even hinders the use of the device.

Chinesport standing frames outstand for their easy tool-free adjustment feature which makes this operation fast and easy to carry out 
sometimes even by the end user.

THE BASE STRUCTURE
It can have an electric drive with limited encumbrance, 
easy to deal with, or a version with greater accessibility.  
Alternatively It is also available a version with aided mobility 
and great accessibility.

THE FOOTPLATES:
They can be made of metal, adjustable in depth, with 
possibility to apply heel rests too. They can also be made of 
wood, positionable in depth with screws.

THE KNEE SUPPORTS:
Available in an anatomic version, with greater support 
or more flexible and soft with the possibility of little 
displacements of the knee. They are adjustable in height, 
width, depth and rotation.

VERTICALIzATION SUPPORT: 
Available in two versions: harness or seat with different 
lengths. The seat is adjustable in its depth.

THE SIdE HANdLES:
They may be short for easy access or long for greater restraint 
capacity. They can be adjusted independently in width by sliding 
or simultaneously by rotating at the same time.

THE SERVICE TRAY: 
Available in two different sizes and of several materials. 
Its tilt can be adjusted.

THE HEIGHT OF THE STRUCTURE:
Adjustable by means of an electric motor or a gas spring to 
be easily adapted to the anthropometric characteristics of 
the user.

VERTICALIzATION:
The upright position mechanism can be fully powered by 
electrical motor or partially aided by a gas spring.

THE STRUCTURE – UPPER PART:
It can be dynamic, to accompany the user during the 
verticalization, or fixed with great variety of possibilities for 
adjusting it in height and depth.
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Standing frames Configuration guide

FIXED TO BE CONFIGURED

A V 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

The Chinesport standing frame can be configured in 
the best way to meet the specific needs of the end 
user. Every position of the product code has its own 
specific meaning, with different available options, 
and therefore there is always the possibility to show 
a preference. The choice of the options determines 
the base characteristics of the product. Along with the 
options, there are also the accessories which moreover 
contribute to improve the comfort, accessibility and 
for greater support and safety. Accessories can be 
purchased at a second moment as well.

POS. COnFIguRAbLE AvAILAbLE OPTIOnS

4 THE bASE STRuCTuRE

1 - for aided mobility

2 - for independent mobility, compact base

3 - for independent mobility, easy access

5 FOOTPLATES

0 - without footplates

1 - wooden footplates, positionable with screws

2 - metal footplates, adjustable in depth

6 KnEE SuPPORTS

0 - without knee supports

1 - anatomic adjustable supports

2 - softer adjustable supports

3 - softer supports, adjustable only in height

7 HEIgHT OF THE 
STRuCTuRE

A - adjustment by gas spring

B - adjustment by electric motor

8 vERTICALIZATIOn

0 - unaided, manual

2 - partially assisted by gas spring

3 - fully assisted by electric motor

9 vERTICALIZATIOn 
SuPPORT

1 - no support

2 - fixed long seat

3 - short seat, adjustable in depth

4 - removable long seat

5 - harness

10 SIDE HAnDLES

1 - base handles, not adjustable

2 - short handles, adjustable by rotation

3 - long handles, adjustable by rotation

4 - short handles, adjustable by sliding

5 - long handles, adjustable by sliding

11 THE STRuCTuRE - 
UPPER PART

2 - dynamic structure, adjustable handles

3 - fixed structure, fixed handles

4 - fixed structure, adjustable handles

12 SERvICE TRAY

0 - without service tray

A - wooden service tray - medium size

B - polyethylene service tray - medium size

C - plexiglass service tray - medium size

E - wooden service tray -  large size

F - polyethylene service tray -  large size

G - plexiglass service tray - large size
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Position 4

THE BASE STRUCTURE

Standing frames Configuration guide

It is a horizontal structure, as a base support, for the user to transfer onto. There is a column inserted into this base which 
can be integrated with an upper part in order to allow the user to adopt and keep an upright postion. The column is built 
in a certain form so as to offer an important point of reference for the knee rotation axis. There are different systems 
for lifting and supporting the patient which are presented below as configuration options. The base structure enables 
movements of the user in an upright position, unaided or assisted by a relative or a carer.

595 mm

Aided mobility version
1

The base frame and the steel column are coated with epoxy powder which stand on four 
swivelling wheels for hand pushing indoors assisted by a carer or a relative. The wheels 
have a diameter of 75mm with standing brakes. The base has an easy access, i.e. maximum 
internal width is 630 mm, to allow the approach with a wheelchair.
The vertical central element, integrated with an adjustment system (see available options in 
position 7 of the article code), can vary in height in a range of 200 mm. Thus, the reference 
with the column, to be aligned with the knee rotation axis can vary in height from a minimum 
365 mm to a maximum of 565 mm referring to the base. Dimensions: Width 752 x Length 
1035 mm x Height 675 – 875 mm. Maximum load: 140 kg630 mm

Independent mobility version, compact base
2

The base frame and the steel column are coated with epoxy powder which stand on two 
motorized driving with a diameter of 150 mm front wheels, and two back swivelling wheels 
with a diameter of 75 mm with individual brakes. The base is compact, not big in size to 
enable the final user to easily move indoors unaided. The internal width to access the aid is 
466 mm. The vertical central element, integrated with an adjustment system (see available 
options in position 7 of the article code), can vary in height in a range of 200 mm. Thus, the 
reference with the column, to be aligned with the knee rotation axis can vary in height from 
a minimum 365 mm to a maximum of 565 mm referring to the base.
The user can move around using a joystick to set speed and direction of the aid. He can, 
unaided move around on a surface with a slope up to 2 degrees and overcome steps of up 
to 20 mm and obstacles of 30 mm. The aid offers a working time of 2,5 hours with a battery 
recharge time of 8 hours. The maximum speed established as default is 2,5 km/h.
Dimensions: Width 595 mm x Length 905 mm x Height 675 - 875 mm.
Max. Load: 140 kg

466 mm

JOYSTICK FOR CONTROL IN THE INdEPENdENT MOBILITY VERSIONS

In the electric-motor driven versions, the control joystick can be 
adjusted to obtain the best ergonomic positioning for the user. The 
joystick can be adjusted in width of 200 mm and in depth of 60 
mm. it can also be placed at both sides of the service tray.
The metal support structure of the joystick can be adjusted in 
rotation with a margin of position up to 460 mm. this means that 
the user can use the joystick even from a different sitting position, 
i.e. being able to move the aid from his own view range when 
sitting on a sofa or bed.
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 Independent mobility version, easy access
3

The base frame and the steel column are coated with epoxy powder which stand on two 
motorized 150 mm diameter front wheels, and two swivelling wheels of 75 mm with 
independent brakes. The base features easy access, i.e. the internal maximum width is 
630 mm to enable the approach of a wheelchair. The vertical central element, integrated 
with an adjustment system (see available options in position 7 of the article code), can 
vary in height in a range of 200 mm. Thus, the reference with the column, to be aligned 
with the knee rotation axis can vary in height from a minimum 365 mm to a maximum of 
565 mm referring to the base. 
The final user moves around on the device in an upright postition autonomously as 
described in option 2. He can, unaided move around on a surface with a slope up to 2 
degrees and overcome steps of up to 20 mm and obstacles of 30 mm. The aid offers a 
working time of  2,5 hours with a battery recharge time of 8 hours. The maxim speed 
established as default is 2,5 km/h. Dimensions: Width 752 mm x 1055 mm long x 675 - 
875 mm height. Max. Load: 140 kg

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

4

Position 4

THE BASE STRUCTURE

Standing frames Configuration guide

630 mm

The video shows some examples of use 
of the aid called Struzzo in daily life. The 
user moves around unaided at home and 
at work. The possibility of an electrically 
servo-assisted base is now a configuration 
choice.

02011.dVd STRUzzO
The video shows 
examples of the use 
during daily life at home 
and at work.
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THE FOOTPLATES

Position 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5

Standing frames Configuration guide

After the initial approaching phase it is necessary to transfer the person onto the device. The user is typically on a 
seating position to start and moves his feet onto the footplates of the frame, either by himself or assisted by the carer. 
These footplates represent, therefore, the first point of contact between the person and the standing aid and the access 
to it can be simplified by the possible adjustment of the depth of the footplates. The footplates can be adjusted or 
placed at different positions by sliding independently moving towards the user, reducing thus the distance from the 
plates themselves. The foot, once on the plate, does not encounter any obstacle and therefore it is possible to proceed 
by progressive movements or by sliding until the second point of contact is found, that is to say, the knee supports. The 
base footplates can be made of wood or metal with different characteristics and ways of adjustments. There are some 
accessories available for the metal footplates.

Wooden footplates, positionable with screws
1

The footplates are made of plywood birch panels, painted dull transparent and they are 
applied on a metal base structure. These plates can change position regarding depth 
by means of screws to be fixed with. Height of the base with the plates on is of 67 mm 
to the underneath surface. Wood can be the best choice when it is necessary to make 
adjustments, personalizations, or even special supports to be applied on the plates for 
the best footrest of the user. This type of modification can be done only by an on-site 
specialized orthopedics laboratory. Another property of the wood is its greater comfort 
for the user who may wish to put his feet on the plates barefoot, as for example when 
transferring onto the standing frame when getting up from bed. Dimensions: Width 200 mm 
x Depth 380 mm x Thickness 18 mm; Footplate Weight: 3,6 Kg. Max. load: kg 140

no accessories available.

Metal footplates, adjustable in depth
2

On the other hand, metal footplates can be chosen applied on the same base structure. 
These plates can be immediately adjusted in depth without using any tools up to a 
maximum of 100 mm. These footplates have the special feature of enabling the application 
of some accessories such as the heelrests available with a fix version code AC0685, or 
adjustable in width code AC0686. When heelrests are set, it is possible to apply some straps 
for fixing the foot to the stand. Dimensions: Width 200 mm x Depth 380 mm x Thickness 18 
mm; Weight 4,9 Kg. Max. load: kg 140

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES:  
AC0047 foot straps, AC0685 fixed heelrests, AC0686 adjustable heelrests

Without footplates
0

Choosing this feature means to express a preference for the making of personalized 
footplates by a technician or any other  specialized personnel close and at the service of the 
end user. Max. load: 140 kg

no accessories available.
?
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AC0047 FOOT STRAPS
To stabilize the feet on the plates. They can 
be used only with the adjustable heelrests 
accessory code AC0686. Available in pairs.

AC0686 AdJUSTABLE HEELRESTS
both plates can be adjusted in their width 
independently. Each heelrest can be used 
with a foot strap for stabilizing the foot on 
the plate code AC0047. The heelrests are 
25 mm high from the foot plates. They are 
available in pairs.

ACCESSORIES FOR mETAL FOOTPLATES

AC0685 FIXEd HEEL RESTS
It is a guidance for the user once he is on 
the device. They offer a back support for the 
feet with a height of 25 mm. They can be 
used only with metal footplates. Available in 
pairs.

FOR AN EASY ACCESS: 
Metal footplates, adjustable in depth
independently and immediately allow to 
reduce the gap between the base of the 
frame and the user either on a wheelchair 
or seated. This improves accessibility and 
makes it easier for the positioning of the feet 
onto the aid.

AdJUSTMENT OF THE HEELRESTS
Each heel rest can be adjusted
independently for up to 90 mm accessory 
code AC0686 and with a center distance 
minimum 206 mm and maximum 386 mm.

Position 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5
THE FOOTPLATES

Standing frames Configuration guide
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Position 6
KNEE SUPPORTS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

6

The person involved in the procedure of standing up from a sitting position with the aid of a Standing frame finds at knee 
level an important point of reference and support. When feet are already set on the footplates, and the first important 
phase for transferring onto the device is completed, the user must get to touch the knee rests, which must have been 
adjusted adequately at an under knee joint level for the maximum support and for allowing the knees to move freely 
while the user is lifted. Taking into consideration this is an important point of contact, support and partial unload of the 
weight of the user during the procedure of coming upright, several types of support have been developed, regarding 
shape, material and possible adjustments.

Anatomic supports, adjustable
1

These supports are made of foam polyurethane, shaped and anatomic. They partially 
surround laterally the knee for a better stability. They are applied to a metal horizontal 
structure, which enables an adjustment by hand of each support regarding width from 210 a 
380 mm or depth from 100 mm and in rotation up to +/- 20 degrees. The height adjustment 
of both supports is simultaneous and follows the principal height adjustment of the entire 
frame. Such variation can be as up to 200 mm regarding the base of the aid.
A second intervention by hand can be done for adjustments at its specific support height 
of up to 40 mm which allows to adjust them to be in line with the knee rotation axis. It is 
possible to use some accessories for these supports, such as leg straps code AC0014 to 
prevent a hyperextension of the knee and for a greater stability at knee level.
Dimensions of the support: width 500 mm x depth 310 mm x height 160 mm; weight: 3 kg

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES:  
AC0014 Leg straps

This type of support is the result of a chalk cast of a user’s knee, 
who having complained about pain in that area, has proposed 
the making of a more anatomic solution, which will obviously be 
placed at an under knee joint level.

THE ORIGIN OF THE ANATOmIC SUPPORT

The picture above does not fully corrispond to the new configurations. Please see for example the now available options for the service tray.
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Softer supports, adjustable

2
These are alternative supports, softer, padded, made of foam and with removable synthetic 
leather cover. As in the previous described option these supports can be applied to a metal 
horizontal structure, which enables an independent adjustment by hand of each support 
regarding width or depth as well a simultaneous adjustment in height. The structure is 
clearly suitable for holding and fixing this other form of padded supports which are available 
by default in black synthetic leather. It is possible to order as accessories the same 
adequate supports with different colours than the original synthetic leather.
Dimensions of supports: width 550 mm x depth 310 mm x height 160 mm. weight: 4,2 kg

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES:  
AC0014 Leg straps, AC0689.W ? Coloured padding for knee supports

ZTR

 ? CHOOSING THE COLOUR 
OF THE PAddING
It is important always to specify the colour code  for the 
upholstery  along with the chosen article if the option 
is available.

AC0014 LEG STRAPS
These enable a greater stabilization of the 
lower limb when the user is standing on 
the device. The strap is applied at the level 
of the knee supports. Available in pairs.

AC0689.W ? COLOUREd PAddINGS
These are made of soft foamed material with 
synthetic leather upholstery. The padding 
is applied to the specific metal structure. 
Available in three colours. Available in pairs.

Position 6
KNEE SUPPORTS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

6

Standing frames Configuration guide

Softer supports, adjustable only in height
3

These are soft supports, padded made of foamed material and synthetic leather removable 
upholstery as the ones of Option 2, but they are not adjustable neither in width nor in depth 
because in this case these adjustments are not considered essential. They are adjustable 
only simultaneously in height. These supports can be applied to a metal structure suitable 
for holding and fixing this other form of supports. As in the previous examples, these are 
available by default in black synthetic leather, but it is possible to choose as accessories 
similar supports of different colour.
Dimensions: width 480 mm x depth 235 mm x height 160 mm; Weight: 3,6 kg

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES:  
AC0014 Leg straps, AC0689.W ? Coloured padding for knee supports

ACCESSORIES FOR KNEE SUPPORTS
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Standing frames Configuration guide

Position 7

HEIGHT OF THE STRUCTURE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

7

The adjustment in height of the main structure is one of the most important adjustments of the standing frame so that 
it can fit the anthropometric characteristics of the end user. The standing frame is easily adjustable to the height of the 
person due to the possibility of setting it by means of gas springs or electrically. This adjustment can be easily done by the 
user, unaided even when he is already in the upright position. Therefore, as a result of this adjustment the whole system 
of supports to the knee, side and chest are changed in position for more safety and comfort.

Height of the structure, gas spring adjustment
A

The adjustment of the whole main structure according to the height of the user is served by 
gas springs. The extensible mechanical device is governed by a lever to block the position,. 
It is placed on a side handle. The adjustment is performed with little effort and therefore the 
whole structure can be adjusted to persons who are very different in height. This options is 
suggested when the aid is intended to be used by the same person all the time at home, 
and after an initial setting may not be necessary to further do any adjusting except for little 
adaptments when necessary. Weight: 0,5 Kg. Max. load: kg 140

Control for adjusting the height of the whole 
structure with gas spring.

Height of the structure, electric adjustment
B

In this case the adjustment in height of the whole main structure is done electrically by 
means of a battery-powered motor with a hand control. it is immediate and total effortless. 
The user or the carer can check the battery charge level by means of a display on the 
device. The recharge battery average time is 8 hours. This can be the best choice for a 
rehabilitation center or a comunity where the standing frame can be used by a group of 
persons also during the same day. Weight: 2 kg. Max. load: kg 140

Hand control with magnet for adjusting electrically 
the height of the whole standing frame.

The video shows a sequence of 
transfer and lift by a Chinesport 
standing frame with long seat. 
Some possible adjustments 
and available accessories are 
presented.
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FOR EASY ACCESS: 
If a seat is chosen as a support  for lifting (see “verticalization support” - referring to position 9 of product code) during the transferring 
phase  from the wheelchair to the standing frame, the seat can always remain horizontal and be aligned to the sitting plane of the user 
because the height of the aid has been adjusted. Such alignment of the seat at a starting point can simplify and increase safety while the 
accessing to the aid. The user may transfer himself from his bed or from the sofa with this type of further simplified accessibility.

Position 7

HEIGHT OF THE STRUCTURE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

7

1 2

Standing frames Configuration guide

"... it certainly stands out in 
terms of functionality when 
it comes to the possibility of 
adjusting the supports under the 
patella and for the special seat 
which enables easy transfer even 
from low sitting positions such 
as sofas."

Giliola Manica
Rovereto (Trento) - Italy
Spinal cord injury at D5-D6 - 32 years old

She has been on a wheelchair due to 
motorbike accident. She is an InAIL (Italian 
national Institute for Insurance against 
Accidents at Work) patient.

The picture does not correspond completely to the new configurations available. Please see new options at the specific paragraphs.
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VERTICALIZATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

8

If necessary, to compensate reduced mobility of users who are not able to create or stand the strength and movements for 
verticalization, the structure of the standing frame can be set with different assisting systems. It can be fully served by an 
electric motor or partially assisted by a system of gas springs. Once the choice is taken about the tecnical characteristics, 
for partial or total aid it will be necessary to choose the proper support for the person during the verticalization and 
considering his movement capabilites. Thus, the available options are presented at the following position 9 of the 
configuration code.

Partially assisted by gas spring
2

This system ensures a push from underneath the support of the person all along the 
verticalization process. This push is provided by a gas spring which partially reduces the 
weight of the user while rising. The user can interrupt the movement towards the upright 
position at any time, thus the mechanism is blocked and holds the patient at the position 
already reached. The ergonomic lever control is positioned on one of the handles and it allows 
the user to unlock the spring. The eventual descent is slow and pushed downward by the 
weight of the patient. The position of the control can be modified. The support, can also be 
provided with a special flat standard or long seat. See details in the following Position 9 of the 
product configuration code.
This standing aid can be used by weak but careful and sufficiently coordinated users who 
are able to transfer themselves unaided from their wheelchair to the standing aid seat, but 
who are unable to lift by themselves. It can be a valid alternative considering price and 
performance if compared to a fully manual lifting, i.e. carried out fully by the user or carer. 
Weight: 0,9 kg; Max load: kg 140;  

Standing frames Configuration guide

Unaided verticalization, manual
0

In this situation the person is capable of lifting himself unaided, using his own strength or 
he has little strength but valid and continuous assistence is provided by a relative or carer. 
verticalization is done manually and the user can hold on to the side handles and to the 
service tray. If the user is not capable of coming up by himself he must be aided by one or 
more cares according to his body weight.
Max. weight: 140 kg

Lever control for servoed lifting  by gas springs. 
The other lever shown in the picture is the one for 
adjusting the height of the structure with a second 
gas spring.

“An important advantage offered by this standing aid 
compared to similar ones is the sense of accomplishment felt 
by users as they can use it unaided. This feeling is obviously 
not experienced with motorized lift models or when the carer 
provides significant help.”  Dr. Paolo Rispoli, Rehab Specialist 
- april 2006
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Fully assisted by electric motor

3
In this situation the user is fully aided during verticalization. The electromechanical 
extensible device, which is under the support of the person, is governed by hand control, 
which allows to stop the movement while lifting at any time. The end user can therefore 
make a pause at an intermediate position between sitting and standing before completing 
the verticalization.
both the user or carer can easily check the charge level of the battery by means of a display 
on the aid. Batteries need 8 hours to be fully recharged and the charge is enough for 30 
complete cycles from a sitting to an upright position and viceversa with a user who weighs 
not more than the recommended weight established. An acoustic overload indicator is 
provided as well.  Max user weight: 140 kg; Weight: 2 kg.

Hand control with magnet for fully aided 
verticalization.

Standing frames Configuration guide

1 2 3 4

Position 8
VERTICALIZATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

8

A POSSIBLE DEVELOPmENT IN THE NEED OF ASSISTENCE
Whenever the capabilities of the user may diminish in time, it is possible to modify the standing frame from manual to an assisted one. It is, 
therefore, possible to modify in a subsequent moment after the purchase a base structure into a partially or totally assisted one; either with 
gas spring or electric motors. This intervention, however, must be done at the Chinesport site or it must be carried out by authorized and 
specialized personel only.

1
verticalization: manually 
(position 8, option 0); 

Support: only final restraint 
(position 9, option 1)

2
verticalization: partially assisted 
(position 8, option 2);

Support: fixed long seat 
(position 9, option 2)

3
verticalization: fully assisted 
(position 8, option 3);

Support: fixed long seat 
(position 9, option 2)

4
verticalization: fully assisted 
(position 8, position 3);

Support: with harness 
(posizione 9, opzione 5)
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VERTICALIZATION SUPPORT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

9

Standing frames Configuration guide

Each user has specific assistance needs while transferring onto the standing frame and then to reach the upright position. 
Therefore, we offer different support solutions for each need. Especially, when the user does not cooperate, or is not capable 
of sitting stable, there is a traditional system for support and restraint with a harness. which avoids transferring the patient 
onto the structure and allows to begin the lifting from the wheelchair. Otherwise, a system with a seat is offered, which 
better reproduces the dynamic of the natural normal standing-up maneuver.

No support for lifting
1

It may not be necessary to have any support while coming to the upright position because the 
person is capable of transferring onto the standing frame from the wheelchair unaided and adopt 
the upright position. If this may not be so, one or more cares or relatives must assist the user. 
Once the upright position is reached, a safe restraining support is provided by a low-back support 
which can be closed down with an accessible handle and lock system. It may be necessary to 
have some help for the closing of the back rest. Dimensions of the back restraining support: With: 
715 mm x Length/Depth: 305 mm x Height: 290 mm. Weight: 3,2 kg . Max. load: 140 kg.

no accessories available.

Long seat, not adjustable in depth
2

The seat is made of steel plate with epoxy powder coating, and it is applied to the base 
structure of the aid as a verticalization support. The elongated seat is designed to enable an 
easier transfer of the user from the wheelchair onto the standing frame, thus reducing or 
eliminating the gap distance between both. Therefore the seat is pushed from the bottom by 
a gas spring or by an electric motor assisting the user all along the process of coming to the 
upright position (see available options in position 8 of the article code). This mechanism holds 
the patient safely, having the possibility to stop at any half-way point for an eventual rest 
before reaching the upright position. The support can be eventually rotated for 90 degrees 
consideraing the knee rotation point. 
Whenever the user is stable on the seat but not capable to help himself onto it from the 
wheelchair, a specific accessory, a “shaped pocket”, can be used – code AC0048. In this 
case, the seat is inserted into the “shaped pocket” which has been previously placed under 
the anti-decubitus cushion of the wheelchair. The user, then, does not have to make any 
further movements. The user may be weak but careful and sufficiently coordinated. The seat 
is provided with a base padding. Dimensions of the verticalization and back restraint support: 
Width202 mm x  Length/Depth 587 mm x Height 142 mm. Weight: 4,5 kg. Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
• AC0048 Shaped pocket
• AC0544 Long seat padding

360 mm

20
2

Rotation adjustment 90° (Open / Closed)
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Position 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

9
VERTICALIZATION SUPPORT

Short seat, adjustable in depth
3

The seat is made of stainless steel plate, and it is fixed to the base structure of the aid 
by a blocking device in aluminium. In this case the verticalization support is shorter, and 
it is adjustable in depth up to 120 mm. Possibe adjustment of the support is 90 degrees 
regarding the knee rotation point. It is possible to stop safely the verticalization procedure 
at any time either by the user or a carer. A default base padding is included for the seat to 
avoid direct contact between the user and the seat. This type of seat is recommended when 
the user is capable of transferring with little help from the wheelchair onto the standing 
frame. Dimensions of the verticalization and back restraint support: Width 174 mm x Length/
Depth 524 mm x Height 142 mm. Weight: 4,9 Kg. Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
• AC0543 Short seat padding
• AC0690 Adjustable long seat

240 mm

17
4

Long seat, removable
4

The seat is made of stainless steel plate, and it is fixed to the base structure of the aid by a 
blocking device in alluminium. The support seat is long, similar to the previously mentioned  
Option 2, but in this case, the seat is adjustable in depth as well. Thus, the possible 
adjustment of the support is of 90 degrees regarding the rotation point of the knee. The 
long shape of the seat can simplify the access to the standing frame that is to say, reduce 
the distance gap between the wheelchair and the aid. May the person not be capable of 
transferring onto the seat by himself, the “shaped pocket” accessory can be used.
Dimensions of the verticalization and back restraint support: Width: 202 mm x Length/Depth 
578 mm x Height 142 mm. Weight: 5,5 kg. Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
• AC0048 Shaped pocket
• AC0544 Long seat padding
• AC0691 Adjustable short seat

360 mm

20
2

WHY IS THE SEAT CONFIGURATION PREFERABLE?

Traditional motorized standers apply a compression force on the femur 
axis at the beginning of the verticalization maneuver: this means that 
knees and hips are loaded while they are flexing, i.e. in a position 
that is not ideal for the load. That is why applying a load is unsuitable 
or even dangerous for people with osteoarthritis of the knees and 
hips, those with consequences of a hip fracture, those with severe 
femoral osteoporosis and those who have undergone replacement hip 
operations (sometimes prone to dislocation).

The standing aid with seat completely removes this compression force 
and is therefore particularly safe and comfortable.
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Position 9

VERTICALIZATION SUPPORT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

9

The harness is provided with an outer pocket 
that makes it easier for the carer to position 
it under the buttocks. A safe restraint of 
the user is ensured by the harness itself, 
which works as support when in the upright 
position.

31 2ILLUSTRATION OF THE RESTRAINT SYSTEM

Traditional standing frames with 
harness may apply an oblique 
traction during the lift that creates 
a high compression on the user’s 
femur and hip.

The harness lifting system has a 
variable geometry that ensures a 
relatively low compression on knee 
and hip joints.

YESNO

FULLY ASSISTEd VERTICALIzATION

Harness support
5

Whenever the user is not very cooperative a folding steel arm with epoxy powder coating 
is applied onto the main base structure. This arm for lifting is designed to be used with a 
specific harness included. This system eliminates the possible problem of transferring from 
the wheelchair onto the aid. In this situation the user may not be so cooperative and need 
a restraint support as well while moving upwards. Dimensions of the support for lifting and 
back restraint: Width 490 mm x Length/Depth 410 mm x Height 380 mm. Weight: 4,1 kg. 
Max. load: 140 kg.

no accessories available.
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Position 9 ACCESSORIES FOR COmFORT AND EASY ACCESS TO THE SEAT

The elongated seat is inserted into the 
shaped pocket placed under the anti-
decubitus cushion, thus avoiding the direct 
transfer of the user onto the seat. 
It may be advisable that the user is watched 
or assisted by a carer if he is not strong 
enough to insert the seat into the shaped 
pocket.

1 32 APPLYING THE “SHAPEd POCKET”

AC0690 AdJUSTABLE LONG SEAT
It is long to eliminate or reduce the distance 
gap between the user on the wheelchair and 
the standing frame. The seat is 360 mm long, 
and it can be adjusted in depth. Dimensions: 
Width: 200 mm x Length/ Depth: 578 mm x 
Height: 142 mm. Weight: 5,5 kg.

AC0691 AdJUSTABLE SHORT SEAT
The seat is 240 mm long, enough to hold the 
user safely while lifting. It can be adjusted in 
depth when applied to the locking device of 
the structure. Dimensions: Width: 174 mm x 
Length/ Depth: 524 mm x Height: 142 mm. 
Weight: 4,9 kg.

AC0544 LONG SEAT PAddING
It is breathable thanks to a unique 
combination of high quality materials, tested 
and certified. Easy to wash and sterilize, it 
offers great flexibility and comfort keeping its 
shape in time. It can be applied on the long 
adjustable seat, code AC0690.

AC0543 SHORT SEAT PAddING
It is breathable thanks to a unique 
combination of high quality materials, tested 
and certified. Easy to wash and sterilize, it 
offers great flexibility and comfort keeping its 
shape in time. It can be applied on the short 
adjustable seat, code AC0691.

Chinesport standing frames undergo 
important stress and safety tests, 
also carried out by other institution's 
laboratories. The video shows an 
important example of a load test on the 
special support seat for lifting.

FOR EASY ACCESSIBILITY

AC0048 POCKET FOR LONG SEAT

If the person is stable but unable to transfer unaided from the wheelchair onto the seat, 
a “shaped pocket”, can be used. This special pocket can be an esential accessory if we 
want the user to have all the benefits of lifting with a seat, avoiding the initial difficulty 
of the problem that is transferring onto the standing frame. The user may be weak but 
careful and sufficiently coordinated.

The video shows some of the available 
accessories applied on a configured 
model of the Stand up series, for 
example the leg strap, the long seat 
padding and the special shaped 
pocket for an greater accessibility and 
easier transfer of the user from the 
wheelchair.
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THE SIDE HANDLES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

10

Base side handles, not adjustable1
Steel frame for safely restraining the user while coming to the upright position and keeping 
stable. The side handles can be used also as a useful support in case the user lifts himself 
unaided. The width between the two handles is 542 mm and it is fix. This type of handle is 
recomendable for a user with a good control of the trunk and able to reach the upright position 
unaided or with just partial aid.
Dimensions: Width 598 mm x Length/ Depth 640 mm x Height 230 mm; Weight: 6,5 kg. Max. 
load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
AC0044 back strap; AC0692 Anti-crush system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support 
with anti-crush system

The standing frame features two side handles for safely restraining the user while coming to the upright position. This 
structure can be both for help and support, whenever the user is cooperative, during the lifting and until the stabilization 
in an upright position is reached. So, different types of handles have been designed, with different shapes and sizes; 
different ways of adjusting them and many possibilities of applying specific accessories and for a greater side and back 
restraint. At the same time, the main frame to which they are attached, can be integrated with other front restraining and 
support accessories to help the user if needed.

2
Short handles, adjustable by rotation

Main supporting frame with short side handles, adjustable in width for better restraint and to 
adapt better to the anthropometric characteristics of the user. The adjustment of the width 
of the handles is done by rotation and it is activated by means of a lever. The device is 
designed with a lock position function and it is controlled with a gas spring. The adjustment 
of the width is done simultaneously for both handles. Width between the handles can vary 
from a minimum 274 mm and a maximum 860 mm.  Dimensions: Width 626 mm x Length/
Depth 655 mm x Height 230 mm; Weight: 6 kg. Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
AC0044 back strap; AC0049 Lateral supports; AC0050 Lateral and back supports; AC0692 
Anti-crush system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support with anti-crush system

Long handles, adjustable by rotation3
Main supporting frame with longer side handles if compared to the previous option, 
adjustable in width for better restraint and to adapt better to the anthropometric 
characteristics of the user. The adjustment of the width of the handles is done by rotation 
and it is activated by means of a lever. The device is designed with a lock position function 
and it is controlled with a gas spring. The adjustment of the width is done simultaneously for 
both handles. Width between the handles can vary from a minimum 194 mm to a maximum 
964 mm. Dimensions: Width 626 mm x Length/Depth 802 mm x Height 230 mm; Weight: 
6,9 kg. Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
AC0044 back strap; AC0702 Adjustable Lateral supports; AC0703 Adjustable lateral-back 
supports; AC0692 Anti-crush system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support with 
anti-crush system

Standing frames Configuration guide
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THE SIDE HANDLES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

10

Short handles, adjustable by sliding4

The main supporting frame is provided with side handles adjustable in width for better 
restraint and to better adapt to the anthropometric characteristics of the user. The adjustment 
of the width of the handles is done by sliding, and it is activated by a a small lever which 
is also used for locking manually the position. Therefore the adjustment of width is done 
separately for each handle. The width between the two handles may vary from a minimum of 
370 mm to a maximum of 580 mm. A special feature of these handles is that it is possible to 
rotate them inverting their position for a better side restraint for the trunk of the user. 
Dimensions: Width 460 mm x Length/Depth 655 mm x Height 230 mm; Weight: 5,4 kg. Max. 
load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
AC0044 back strap; AC0049 Lateral supports; AC0050 Lateral and back supports; AC0782 
Long handles; AC0692 Anti-crush system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support with 
anti-crush system.

Long handles, adjustable by sliding5

The main supporting frame is provided with side handles adjustable in width for better 
restraint and to better adapt to the anthropometric characteristics of the user. The 
adjustment of the width of the handles is done by sliding, and it is activated by a a small 
lever which is also used for locking manually the position. Therefore the adjustment of width 
is done separately for each handle. The width between the two handles may vary from a 
minimum of 370 mm to a maximum of 580 mm. A special feature of these handles is that it 
is possible to apply on them several accessories for lateral and especially back restraint at 
lowback and cervical levels. Dimensions: Width 460 mm x Length/Depth 802 mm x Height 
230 mm; Weight: 5,8 kg. Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: 
AC0702 Adjustable side supports; AC0703 Adjustable lateral back supports;
AC0075 Locking device; AC0074 back support; AC0076 Head support; AC0692 Anti-crush 
system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support with anti-crush system.

Standing frames Configuration guide
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AC0049 LATERAL SUPPORTS
The user encounters a larger contact surface 
and a softer lateral restraint. The internal 
structure of the elementi s made of metal 
with a foam rubber covering. This is a very 
shock-absorbing and easy to clean material. 
The lateral supports can be applied only on 
short handles, i.e. options 2 and 4 of position 
10 of the article code. They are fix and cannot 
be adjusted in depth on the handles. They are 
provided in pairs.

AC0050 LATERAL ANd BACK SUPPORTS
The user encounters a larger contact surface and 
a softer lateral restraint. The internal structure of 
the elementi s made of metal with a foam rubber 
covering. This is a very shock-absorbing and easy 
to clean material. The lateral supports can be 
applied only on short handles, i.e. options 2 and 4 
of position 10 of the article code. They are fix and 
cannot be adjusted in depth on the handles. They 
are provided in pairs.

ACCESSORIES FOR BACK SUPPORT

ACCESSORIES FOR LATERAL SUPPORT

AC0703 AdJUSTABLE LATERAL/BACK SUPPORTS
The user encounters a larger contact surface 
and a softer lateral restraint. The internal 
structure of the elementi s made of metal with 
a foam rubber covering. This is a very shock-
absorbing and easy to clean material. The 
lateral supports can be applied only on long 
handles, i.e. options 3 and 5 of position 10 of 
the article code. The supports can be adjusted 
in depth on the handles. They are provided in 
pairs.

AC0702 AdJUSTABLE LATERAL SUPPORTS
The user encounters a larger contact surface 
and a softer lateral restraint. The internal 
structure of the elementi s made of metal with 
a foam rubber covering. This is a very shock-
absorbing and easy to clean material. The 
lateral supports can be applied only on long 
handles, i.e. options 3 and 5 of position 10 of 
the article code. The supports can be adjusted 
in depth on the handles. They are provided in 
pairs.

AC0783 BACK STRAP

When necessary, it is possible to apply easily a strap for a 
greater restraint at back level once the person has reached 
the upright position. This strap is applied by an assistant, and 
its function is mainly to prevent risk movements as a result of 
an improper control of the trunk by the user. It is available in 
one size only.

NOTE: For adjusting the width of the handles, see the description of possible options as they are described in position 10 of configuration code.

Position 10

Position 10

AC0782 LONG HANdLES
If the configuration choice includes short 
side handles, adjustable in width by sliding 
(referring to option 4 of position 10 of 
the article code), it is possible to request 
accessorial longer handles. This possibility 
allows to have a greater flexibility and 
more possibilities of stabilization as well as 
side and back restraint of the user when 
needed by applying the other accessories 
available just for long handles.

Standing frames Configuration guide
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AC0075 LOCKING dEVICES
These are devices which can be applied onto 
the extra lateral supports, accessory code 
AC0702 or AC0703. They provide an extra 
back restraint. In such case, it is necessary to 
request other specific accessories. They are 
provided in pairs.

AC0074 BACK SUPPORT
It is composed by a metal structure which is 
inserted in the corresponding locking devices 
code AC0075 which have been previously applied 
onto the side supports. In this way, the structure 
becomes a whole with the standing frame and it 
can be adjusted altogether in height. Furthermore, it 
allows to adjust a back support in height and depth. 
The back supporti s soft made of rubber foam.

AC0076 HEAd SUPPORT
Whenever the standing frame is provided with a 
back support structure accessory code AC0074 it 
is possible to integrate this structure as well with 
an extra support for the head of the user. This is 
adjustable in height and depth and it has the same 
constructive characteristics as the other supports, 
i.e. soft resistant material easy to clean.

ACCESSORIES FOR BACK SUPPORT

In more complicated situations, and when it is more difficult to stay in an upright position, the carers can intervene with a specific structure to be 
mounted on the side handles. This configuration is possible only when long handles are mounted on, adjustable by sliding (regarding to position 
10, option code 4). Therefore, the related supports to be used with the added structure are adjustable according to the carer, to obtain the best 
posture and comfort for the user.

ACCESSORIES FOR FRONT SUPPORT

AC0692 ANTI-CRUSHING SAFETY SYSTEM
This is a round bar with a stainless steel plate with 
a light coating of plexiglass. This device has the 
function of preventing the crushing, and it stops 
the lifting whenever it gets in contact with the user. 
It is adjustable in depth in seven available pre-set 
positions, and up to a maximum of 84 mm. The 
minimum variation is at least 12 mm. Dimensions: 
Width 128 mm x length 396 mm x height 88 mm.

If the user has a good control of the trunk, he does not need any front support. On the contrary, it may hinder the use of the service tray during 
carrying out of variours activities, as well as limit the resting of the forearms. Nevertheless, the upper part of the aid is designed for holding a 
possible front support as an accessory. Various front supports are available, even with an anti-crushing safety system by contact.

AC0693 FRONT SUPPORT
This broad support is useful whenever there is 
not a proper control of the trunk by the user. It 
is adjustable in depth in seven available pre-
set positions up to a maximum of 84 mm. The 
minimum variation is at least 12 mm. Dimensions: 
Width 300 mm x length 385 mm x height 258 mm.

AC0694 ANTI-CRUSHING FRONT SUPPORT
This broad support is useful whenever there is not 
a control of the trunk by the user. It is adjustable 
in depth in seven available pre-set positions up 
to a maximum of 84 mm. The minimum variation 
is at least 12 mm. This support includes the 
anti-crushing safety with stopping of the lifting by 
contact with the user. Dimensions: Width 300 mm x 
length 396 mm x height 258 mm.

Position 10

Position 10

Standing frames Configuration guide
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THE STRUCTURE – UPPER PART 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

11

Dynamic structure, with adjustable handles2
The upper supporting frame offers an anterior support for the trunk of the user 
since he is in a starting sitting position, until the transfer onto the standing frame 
is completed. The service tray, the possible thoracic support and the side handles 
accompany the user while lifting. These support elements move along with the 
person while adopting the upright position. This action is even thus more simplified 
and the structure is reasuring while accompanying dynamically the user along 
to reach the upright position. Furthermore, the structure can be configured with 
adjustable handles in width for a greater lateral support and restraint (see available 
options position 10 of the configuration code). Dimensions: Width 464 mm x Depth 
430 mm x Height 504 mm; Weight: 6,8 kg. Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES:
AC0692 Anti-crush safety system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support 
with anti-crush safety system.

The main front frame of Chinesport standing frames can hold the user in several ways while coming up to the upright 
position. Therefore, among the possible choices, there is also the possibility to help those who are very weak, bent 
forward, little cooperative, and who need a greater support for the trunk starting from the sitting position. On the other 
hand, it is also important and may be enough that the main frame allows a greater support and side restraint with 
handles adjustable in width.

The structure of our standing frames, with a central column 
for stabilizing the upright position, allows to easily detect and 
register the movements of the user in space by means of 
distance detecting technologies while doing rehabilitation in 
upright position. Some experiments are currently implemented at 
hospital facilities.

STANDING COmBINED WITH GAmING

Standing frames Configuration guide
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Fixed structure, with fixed handles3

The upper support structure is adjustable both in height and depth, by sliding a 
stainless steel tube on a guide. The placing device is operated by a gas spring 
and a screw handle with the further function of safety lock. Handles – service tray, 
once they have been adjusted, they keep a static point of reference for the user 
while being lifted. Handles are not adjustable and the internal width is 540 mm. 
Dimensions: Width 464 mm x Depth 364 mm x Height 632 mm; Weight: 8,9 Kg. 
Max. load: 140 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES:
AC0692 Anti-crush safety system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support 
with anti-crush safety system.

Fixed structure, with adjustable handles4

The upper support structure is adjustable both in height and depth, by sliding a 
stainless steel tube on a guide. The placing device is operated by a gas spring 
and a screw handle with the further function of safety lock. Handles – service tray, 
once they have been adjusted, they keep a static point of reference for the user 
while being lifted. As a difference from option 3 all the available accessories of the 
handles that can be adjusted in width can be applied onto it. (see previous position 
10 of the configuration code). Dimensions: Width 464 mm x Depth 428 mm x 
Height 632 mm; Weight: 10,4 kg. Max. load: 140 kg. 

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES:
AC0692 Anti-crush safety system; AC0693 Front support; AC0694 Front support 
with anti-crush safety system.

Position 11

THE STRUCTURE – UPPER PART 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

11

Standing frames Configuration guide
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THE SERVICE TRAY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

12

The service tray or table is an important part of a standing frame and it is very practical as the user may use it as a 
support for placing objects while he is in the upright position. Here we resent several suggestions of service trays with 
different dimensions and made of different materials trying to meet the preferences of the users, in case of home use, or 
the preferences of the carers at a rehabilitation center. The service tray is shaped and can be tilted so that it is possible 
to allow a grip by the user while actively researching his upright position. Any service tray can be mounted or replaced 
easily.

Without service trayN
none of the options presented in this position of product code is of any interest. 
The standing frame is, therefore, available without any service tray, which allows complete 
freedom when personalizing the frame concerning shape and materials.?

Wooden service tray – medium sizeA
Made of birch plywood with transparent matt paint coating, of medium dimensions. Tilt is 
adjustable in four pre-established positions, with a difference of 5 degrees for each position 
and up to 20 degrees positive. Dimensions: width 600 mm x Depth 340 mm x Thickness 12 
mm. Weight: 1,4 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: AC0766.W? Padding medium tray, AC0765 AbS tray with raised 
edges - medium, 01608 Hand grip, 01609 Hand-wrist grip.

Polyethylene service tray – medium sizeB
Made of high-density polyethylene, antibacterial, of medium dimensions. Tilt is adjustable in 
four pre-established positions, with a difference of 5 degrees for each position and up to 20 
degrees positive. Dimensions: width 600 mm x Depth 340 mm x Thickness 12 mm. Weight: 
2 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: AC0766.W Padding medium tray, AC0765 AbS tray with raised
edges - medium, 01608 Hand grip, 01609 Hand-wrist grip.

Plexiglass service tray - medium sizeC
Made of transparent plexiglass, of medium dimensions. Tilt is adjustable in four pre-
established positions, with a difference of 5 degrees for each position and up to 20 degrees 
positive. Dimensions: width 600 mm x Depth 340 mm x Thickness 12 mm. Weight: 2,4 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: AC0766.W? Padding medium tray, AC0765 AbS tray with raised 
edges - medium, 01608 Hand grip, 01609 Hand-wrist grip.

Standing frames Configuration guide
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Wooden service tray – large sizeE

Made of birch plywood with transparent matt paint coating, of large dimensions. Tilt is 
adjustable in four pre-established positions, with a difference of 5 degrees for each position 
and up to 20 degrees positive. Dimensions: Width 680 mm x Depth 430 mm x Thickness 12 
mm. Weight: 2,1 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: AC0767.W? Padding large tray, AC0764 AbS tray with raised edges - 
large, 01608 Hand grip, 01609 Hand-wrist grip. 

Position 12
THE SERVICE TRAY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

12

Polyethylene service tray – large sizeF
Made of high-density polyethylene, antibacterial, of large dimensions. Tilt is adjustable in 
four pre-established positions, with a difference of 5 degrees for each position and up to 20 
degrees positive. Dimensions: width 680 mm x Depth 430 mm x Thickness 12 mm. Weight: 
3 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: AC0767.W? Padding large tray, AC0764 AbS tray with raised edges 
- large, 01608 Hand grip, 01609 Hand-wrist grip. 

Plexiglass service tray - large sizeG
Made of transparent plexiglass, of large dimensions. Tilt is adjustable in four pre-established 
positions, with a difference of 5 degrees for each position and up to 20 degrees positive. 
Dimensions: width 680 mm x Depth 430 mm x Thickness 12 mm. Weight: 3,6 kg.

POSSIbLE ACCESSORIES: AC0767.W? Padding large tray, AC0764 AbS tray with raised edges 
- large, 01608 Hand grip, 01609 Hand-wrist grip.  

AC0767.W ? LARGE SERVICE TRAY PAddING
Padded upholstery of the large tray. Available in 
three colours. Please, complete the accessory code 
with the upholstery colour.

AC0764 ABS LARGE TRAY
Extra tray made of ABS with raised edges to be 
applied on top of the chosen standard large service 
tray. Easily removable for cleaning.

01608 HANd GRIP
For those with less upper torso stability. The 
patient only needs one or two support-points for 
stability.

AC0766.W ? MEdIUM SERVICE TRAY PAddING
Padded upholstery of the medium tray. Available in 
three colours. Please, complete the accessory code 
with the upholstery colour.

AC0765 MEdIUM ABS TRAY
Extra tray made of ABS with raised edges to be 
applied on top of the chosen standard medium 
service tray. Easily removable for cleaning.

SERVICE TRAY ACCESSORIES

Z

T

R

Z

T

R

01609 HANd-WRIST GRIP 
With a supporting cushion and a velcro wrist 
band which allows the positioning of the hand 
safely.

Standing frames Configuration guide
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To move independenTly

Pos. 4  The base structure

2 For independent mobility, compact base

Pos. 5  The footplates

0 Without footplates

1 Wooden footplates, positionable with screws

2 Metal footplates, adjustable without tools

Pos. 6  The knee supports

1 Anatomic supports, adjustable

2 Softer supports, adjustable

3 Softer supports, adjustable only in height
      

Pos. 7  The height of the structure

A Adjustable by gas spring

B Adjustable by electric motor

Pos. 9  Verticalization support

2 Fixed long seat

3 Short seat, adjustable in depth

4 Removable long seat

Pos. 10  The side handles

2 Short handles, adjustable by rotation

3 Long handles, adjustable by rotation

4 Short handles, adjustable by sliding

5 Long handles, adjustable by sliding

Pos. 11  The structure - upper part

2 Dynamic structure, adjustable handles

Pos. 8 Verticalization

3 Totally assisted, by electric motor

Pos. 12  The service tray

N Without service tray

A Wooden service tray – medium size

B Polyethylene service tray – medium size

E Wooden service tray – large size

F Polyethylene service tray – large size

G  Plexiglass service tray - large size

C Plexiglass service tray - medium size

3 For independent mobility, easy access

For further information regarding options and 
accessories, please see previous paragraphs.

Pos. 4 - Option 3 
Pos. 4 - Option 2 

Pos. 5 - Option 1 
Pos. 5 - Option 2 

Pos. 6 - Option 1

Pos. 6 - Option 2

Pos. 6 - Option 3

Pos. 7 - Option A

Pos. 7 - Option b
Pos. 8 - Option 3 

Pos. 9 - Option 2 

Pos. 9 - Option 3 

Pos. 9 - Option 4 

Pos. 10 - Option 5 

Pos. 10 - Option 4 

Pos. 10 - Option 3 

Pos. 10 - Option 2 

Pos. 11 - Option 2 

Pos. 12 - Option b 

Pos. 12 - Option C 

Pos. 12 - Option A 

Pos. 12 - Option F 

Pos. 12 - Option g 

Pos. 12 - Option E 
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ACCESSORIES: 
AC0685 FIXEd HEEL RESTS
AC0047 FOOT STRAPS
AC0014 LEGS STRAPS
AC0543 PAddING FOR SHORT SEAT
AC0544 PAddING FOR LONG SEAT
AC0690 REMOVABLE LONG  SEAT
AC0048 POCKET FOR LONG SEAT
AC0782 LONG HANdLES
AC0049 LATERAL SUPPORTS
AC0050 LATERAL-BACK SUPPORTS
AC0702 AdJUSTABLE LATERAL SUPPORTS
AC0703 AdJUSTABLE LATERAL-BACK SUPPORTS
AC0783 BACK STRAP
AC0075 LOCKING dEVICES
AC0074 BACK SUPPORT
AC0076 HEAd SUPPORT
AC0692 ANTI-CRUSHING SAFETY SYSTEM
AC0693 FRONT SUPPORT
AC0694 ANTI-CRUSHING FRONT SUPPORT
01608 HANd GRIP
01609 HANd-WRIST GRIP
AC0766.W? COLOUREd PAddING FOR MEdIUM SERVICE TRAY
AC0765 MEdIUM ABS SERVICE TRAY

A V 3 2 2 1 B 3 3 4 2 C
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Example of product configuration

This device enables the user to assume and maintain an upright position, and to move 
around indoors independently without assistance from a carer. The user is lifted into 
a standing position by means of an electric motor operated by hand control, while the 
movement of the service tray accompanies the user along the lifting operation. The service 
tray has an anti-crushing safety system sensor which can be activated at any time by the 
user (accessory code AC0692). The aid is provided with a two-motor electric drive which 
allows unaided movement by using a joystick. The footplates are fitted with adjustable 
heel rests (accessory code AC0686).The adjustment of the height of the main structure, 
directly involving the setting of the knee supports and the service tray is motorized and 
operated by hand control. The trunk is held at both sides by two handles which can be 
tilted and adjusted in width. back support is provided by a standard seat adjustable in 
depth. The whole system of adjustments allows to better suit the whole aid accordingly to 
the anthropometrical characteristics of the user. For further information, please refer to the 
section on options, accessories and adjustments. Weight: 70 kg. Maximum load: 140 kg

(Ex code  Av 23 2420 - Struzzo 2420)

TECNICAL dATA
ARTICLE CODE  Av3 221 b33 42C
Handle-thoracic support group movable-can be lifted
Electric servo-assisted lift electric
Structure height adjustment electric
Overload protection acustic
Parking brake on back castors
Speed of movement (joystick) Max 2.5 Km/h (adjustable)
Frame height from ground 31 mm
Maximum climbable step 20 mm
Maximum climbable slope 2 degrees 

Operation time (lift/transfer) normal use3-4 days (2h 30m 
continuous use while moving around

Average recharging battery time 8 hours
Battery charging level multi-color display on joystick
Auto off as standard
Fault diagnostics and maintenance on display
Anti-crushing safety system not as standard (accessory)

The model in the picture has the AC0686 and AC0692 accessories on. 

ENd USER 
This aid allows any careful paralytic person, with enough control of one hand, to enjoy the pleasure 
of moving around at fast pace speed while keeping an upright position, as well as having the access 
to high shelves and an ease of movement in narrow passages similar to normal. The upright position 
is reached by means of a motorized seat and also aided by the handle-thoracic support-service 
tray system which comes down when the patient is sitting down and offers a front support for the 
trunk of the patient when still sitting and holds him when coming up. If the person is not cooperative 
while transferring from the wheelchair onto the aid, it is possible to use a shaped pocket (accessory 
AC0048) which allows the seat to go under the anti-decubitus cushion without having to lift the user 
from the wheelchair. The shaped pocket can be used only with the long seat.

THERAPEUTIC INdICATIONS
“With proper distinctions and the necessary attention regarding each specific case, it is 
considered that this product can be aimed at those suffering from spinal cord illnesses or 
injury, paraplegia, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease or by muscular pathologies, muscular 
dystrophy, as well as for those who find it difficult to stand up, for example the elderly”. 
Training Course “Tecnologies for Autonomy” (università Cattolica of Milan and Don gnocchi 
Foundation) School year 1999-2000. Carlo Marchesini’s paper.

Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

To move independenTly
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Per maggiori informazioni su opzioni ed 
accessori si rinvia alle pagine iniziali.

Pos. 4  The base structure

1 For aided mobility

Pos. 5  The footplates

0 Without footplates

1 Wooden footplates, positionable with screws

2 Metal footplates, adjustable without tools

Pos. 6  The knee supports

1 Anatomic supports, adjustable

2 Softer supports, adjustable

3 Softer supports, adjustable only in height

Pos. 7  The height of the structure

A Adjustable by gas spring

B Adjustable by electric motor

Pos. 9  Verticalization support

2 Fixed long seat

3 Short seat, adjustable in depth

4 Removable long seat

Pos. 10  The side handles

2 Short handles, adjustable by rotation

3 Long handles, adjustable by rotation

4 Short handles, adjustable by sliding

5 Long handles, adjustable by sliding

Pos. 8 Verticalization

3 Totally assisted, by electric motor

Pos. 11  The structure - upper part

2 Dynamic structure, adjustable handles

Pos. 12  The service tray

N Without service tray

A Wooden service tray – medium size

B Polyethylene service tray – medium size

E Wood service tray – large size

F Polyethylene service tray – large size

G Plexiglass service tray - large size

C Plexiglass service tray - medium size

For further information regarding options and 
accessories, please see previous paragraphs.

Pos. 12 - Option b 

Pos. 12 - Option C 

Pos. 12 - Option A 

Pos. 12 - Option F 

Pos. 12 - Option g 

Pos. 12 - Option E 

Pos. 11 - Option 2 

Pos. 10 - Option 5 

Pos. 10 - Option 4 

Pos. 10 - Option 3 

Pos. 10 - Option 2 

Pos. 9 - Option 2 

Pos. 9 - Option 3 

Pos. 9 - Option 4 

Pos. 5 - Option 1 
Pos. 5 - Option 2 

Pos. 4 - Option 1 

Pos. 6 - Option 1

Pos. 6 - Option 2

Pos. 6 - Option 3

Pos. 7 - Option A

Pos. 7 - Option b Pos. 8 - Option 3 

wiTh dynAmiC upper pArT
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Example of product configuration

This device allows the user to assume and maintain an upright position, and to move around 
indoors independently without assistance from a carer. The user is lifted into a standing position 
by means of an electric motor operated by hand control, while the movement of the service 
tray accompanies the user along the lifting verticalization. The service tray has an anti-crushing 
safety system sensor which can be activated at any time by the user. The aid is provided 
with four wheels who allows an aided mobility. The footplates are completed with adjustable 
heelrests (AC0686). The adjustment of the height of the main structure, directly involving the 
setting of the knee supports and the service tray is motorized and operated by hand control. 
The trunk is held at both sides by two handles which can be adjusted in width by sliding and 
tilted. back support is provided by a standard seat adjustable in depth. The whole system of 
adjustments allows to better suit the whole aid accordingly to the anthropometric characteristics 
of the user. For further information, please refer to the section on options, accessories and 
adjustments. Weight: 53 kg. Maximum load: 140 kg

(Ex code  Av 14 2420 - EASY uP 2420)

The model in the picture has the AC0686 accessory on.
Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

ENd USER
It can be the ideal model when there are several users during one day and when among these there are very weak 
patients, bent forward and not so cooperative ones, as well as those who suffer if overloaded at hip and knee 
levels. Furthermore, it reduces the work effort on behalf of the carer. verticalization is done by starting from the 
electrically motorized seat, but it is aided by the handle-service tray group, which is low and close to the patient 
when sitting and which can offer a front support for the patient starting from that position and then is a valid 
restrain during the lift, being it horizontal while coming to the upright position along with the seat. If the person is 
not capable of cooperating during the transfer from the wheelchair onto the standing frame a shaped pocket can 
be used (Accessory AC0048 not included) which allows the seat to go under the anti-decubitus cushion without 
having to lift the user from the wheelchair. The shaped pocket can be used only with the long seat.

1 32

FOR FURTHER EASE ACCESSIBILITY

TECHNICAL dATA
ARTICLE CODE   Av3 121 b33 42C
Handle-thoracic support group movable-can be lifted
Electric servo-assisted lift electric
Structure height adjustment electric
Overload protection acustic and on display
Parking brake individual on four castors
Speed of movement (joystick) not measured
Frame height from ground 31 mm
Maximum climbable step not measured
Maximum climbable slope not measured

Operation time (lift)
With a user weighing 140 Kg 
and fully charged batteries, 
30 cycles of lifting aprox.

Average recharging battery time 6-8 hrs
Battery charging level multi-color display
Auto off as standard
Fault diagnostics and maintenance on display
Anti-crushing safety system not as standard (accessory)

ACCESSORIES: 
AC0685 FIXEd HEEL RESTS
AC0047 FOOT STRAPS
AC0014 LEGS STRAPS
AC0543 PAddING FOR SHORT SEAT
AC0544 PAddING FOR LONG SEAT
AC0690 REMOVABLE LONG  SEAT
AC0048 POCKET FOR LONG SEAT
AC0782 LONG HANdLES
AC0049 LATERAL SUPPORTS
AC0050 LATERAL-BACK SUPPORTS
AC0702 AdJUSTABLE LATERAL SUPPORTS
AC0703 AdJUSTABLE LATERAL-BACK SUPPORTS
AC0783 BACK STRAP
AC0075 LOCKING dEVICES
AC0074 BACK SUPPORT
AC0076 HEAd SUPPORT
AC0692 ANTI-CRUSHING SAFETY SYSTEM
AC0693 FRONT SUPPORT
AC0694 ANTI-CRUSHING FRONT SUPPORT
01608 HANd GRIP
01609 HANd-WRIST GRIP
AC0766.W? COLOUREd PAddING FOR MEdIUM SERVICE TRAY
AC0765 MEdIUM ABS SERVICE TRAY

wiTh dynAmiC upper pArT
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Per maggiori informazioni su opzioni ed 
accessori si rinvia alle pagine iniziali.

Pos. 5  The footplates

0 Without footplates

1 Wooden footplates, positionable with screws

2 Metal footplates, adjustable without tools

Pos. 4  The base structure

1 For aided mobility

Pos. 6  The knee supports

1 Anatomic supports, adjustable

2 Softer supports, adjustable

3 Softer supports, adjustable only in height

Pos. 7  The height of the structure

A Adjustable by gas spring

B Adjustable by electric motor

Pos. 9  Verticalization support

1 no support

2 Fixed long seat

3 Short seat, adjustable in depth

4 Removable long seat

5 Harness

Pos. 10  The side handles

1 base handles, not adjustable

Pos. 11  The structure - upper part

3 Fixed structure, fixed handles

Pos. 12  The service tray

N Without service tray

A Wooden service tray – medium size

B Polyethylene service tray – medium size

E Wooden service tray – large size

F Polyethylene service tray – large size

G  Plexiglass service tray - large size

C Plexiglass service tray - medium size 

Pos. 8 Verticalization

0 unaided verticalization, manual

2 Partially assisted, by gas spring

3 Totally assisted, by electric motor

2 For independent mobility, compact base

3 For independent mobility, easy access

For further information regarding options and 
accessories, please see previous paragraphs.

Pos. 6 - Option 1

Pos. 6 - Option 2

Pos. 6 - Option 3

Pos. 12 - Option b 

Pos. 12 - Option C 

Pos. 12 - Option A 

Pos. 12 - Option F 

Pos. 12 - Option g 

Pos. 12 - Option E 

Pos. 11 - Option 3 

Pos. 10 - Option 1 

Pos. 7 - Option A

Pos. 7 - Option b

Pos. 5 - Option 1 
Pos. 5 - Option 2 

Pos. 9 - Option 2 

Pos. 9 - Option 3 

Pos. 9 - Option 4 

Pos. 9 - Option 5

Pos. 8 - Option 2 

Pos. 8 - Option 3 

Pos. 4 - Option 1 
Pos. 4 - Option 2 
Pos. 4 - Option 3

To improve posTure
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Example of product configuration

This device allows the user to assume and maintain an upright position, and to move around 
indoors aided by a carer. The lift is carried out by an electric motor with hand control. 
While being lifted the user is safely accompanied by the lateral fix supports. They are two 
handles onto which the user can hold. The service tray is provided with a system of multiple 
adjustments by sliding, both in height and depth. The aid is provided with four casters which 
allow it to be pushed by hand. The footplates are completed with adjustable heelrests (AC0686).
The adjustment of the height of the main structure, directly involving the setting of the knee 
supports and the service tray is served by a gas spring controlled by a lever fixed on the lateral 
support. back support is provided by a harness, which once the upright position is reached, 
works as a support. The harness has an external pocket which makes it easer for the carer 
to position it under the patients buttocks. The whole system of adjustments allows to better 
suit the whole aid accordingly to the anthropometric characteristics of the user. For further 
information, please refer to the section on options, accessories and adjustments. Weight: 64 kg. 
Maximum load: 140 kg.

(Ex code Av 11 5310 - STAnD uP 5310)

ENd USER
Any person who may not be cooperative, or either is not stable while seating, not even with both hands on 
the handles, can use this standing frame with a harness. There is an external pocket which makes it easer 
for the carer to position it under the patients buttocks. The geometry of the lifting forces reduces the load on 
hips and knees, which are often aching in the elderly. Anyway, the load is higher than the one perceived with 
the standing frames with the seat, which is almost null. Homes for the elderly and rehabilitration centers, 
which could require the use of the standing frame by more than one person may prefer this type of standing 
frame or a model of the EASY uP series because they are very appropriate and they reduce the work load on 
behalf of the carers.

31 2

HOW THE RESTRAINT SYSTEM WORKS

The model in the picture has the AC0686 accessory on
Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

ACCESSORIES: 
AC0685 FIXEd HEEL RESTS
AC0047 FOOT STRAPS
AC0014 LEGS STRAPS
AC0783 BACK STRAP
AC0692 ANTI-CRUSHING SAFETY SYSTEM
AC0693 FRONT SUPPORT
AC0694 ANTI-CRUSHING FRONT SUPPORT
01608 HANd GRIP
01609 HANd-WRIST GRIP
AC0767.W? COLOUREd PAddING FOR LARGE SERVICE TRAY
AC0764 LARGE ABS SERVICE TRAY

TECHNICAL dATA
ARTICLE CODE    AV3 121 A35 13G
Handle-thoracic support group not movable while lifting
Electric servo-assisted lift electric
Structure height adjustment gas spring
Overload protection acustic and on display
Parking brake individual on four castors
Speed of movement (joystick) not available
Frame height from ground 31 mm
Maximum climbable step not measured
Maximum climbable slope not measured

Operation time (lift)
With a user weighing 140 Kg and 
fully charged batteries, 30 cycles 
of lifting aprox.

Average recharging battery time 6-8 hrs
Battery charging level multi-color display
Auto off as standard
Fault diagnostics and maintenanc on display
Anti-crushing safety system not as standard (accessory)

To improve posTure
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Pos. 4  The base structure

1 For aided mobility

Pos. 6  The knee supports

1 Anatomic supports, adjustable

2 Softer supports, adjustable

3 Softer supports, adjustable only in height

Pos. 7  The height of the structure

A Adjustable by gas spring

B Adjustable by electric motor

Pos. 9  Verticalization support

1 no support

2 Fixed long seat

3 Short seat, adjustable in depth

4 Removable long seat

5 Harness

Pos. 10  The side handles

4 Short handles, adjustable by sliding

5 Long handles, adjustable by sliding

Pos. 8 Verticalization

2 Partially assisted, by gas spring

3 Totally assisted, by electric motor

Pos. 11  The structure - upper part

4  Fixed structure, adjustable handles

Pos. 12  The service tray

N Without service tray

A Wooden service tray – medium size

B Polyethylene service tray – medium size

E Wooden service tray – large size

F Polyethylene service tray – large size

G  Plexiglass service tray - large size

C Plexiglass service tray - medium size

2 For independent mobility, compact base

3 For independent mobility, easy access

For further information regarding options and 
accessories, please see previous paragraphs.

Pos. 12 - Option b 

Pos. 12 - Option C 

Pos. 12 - Option A 

Pos. 12 - Option F 

Pos. 12 - Option g 

Pos. 12 - Option E 

Pos. 8 - Option 2 

Pos. 8 - Option 3 

Pos. 5 - Option 1 
Pos. 5 - Option 2 

Pos. 6 - Option 1

Pos. 6 - Option 2

Pos. 6 - Option 3

Pos. 11 - Option 4 

Pos. 7 - Option A

Pos. 7 - Option b

Pos. 10 - Option 5 

Pos. 10 - Option 4 

Pos. 9 - Option 2 

Pos. 9 - Option 3 

Pos. 9 - Option 4 

Pos. 4 - Option 1 
Pos. 4 - Opzione 2 
Pos. 4 - Option 3

Pos. 5  The footplates

1 Wooden footplates, positionable with screws

2 Metal footplates, adjustable without tools

0 Without footplates

wiTh AdjusTAble hAndles
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Example of product configuration

The model in the picture has the AC0693, AC0703 accessories.

Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

ACCESSORIES: 
AC0014 LEGS STRAPS
AC0543 PAddING FOR SHORT SEAT
AC0544 PAddING FOR LONG SEAT
AC0691 AdJUSTABLE SHORT  SEAT
AC0048 POCKET FOR LONG SEAT
AC0702 AdJUSTABLE LATERAL SUPPORTS
AC0783 BACK STRAP
AC0075 LOCKING dEVICES
AC0074 BACK SUPPORT
AC0076 HEAd SUPPORT
01608 HANd GRIP
01609 HANd-WRIST GRIP
AC0689.W? COLOUREd PAddING FOR KNEE SUPPORTS
AC0767.W? COLOUREd PAddING FOR LARGE SERVICE TRAY
AC0764 LARGE ABS SERVICE TRAY

This device allows the user to assume and maintain an upright position, and to move 
around indoors aided by a carer. The user is lifted into a standing position by means 
of a gas-spring operated by a lever. While being lifted the user is safely accompanied 
by the lateral fix supports mounted on two long and width adjustable (by sliding) 
handles which the user can hold. The service tray is provided with a system of 
multiple adjustments by sliding, both in height and depth. The aid is provided with 
four casters which allow it to be pushed by hand. The adjustment of the height of 
the main structure, directly involving the setting of the knee supports and the work 
service tray is served by a second gas-spring operated by a lever. back support is 
provided by a long seat, adjustable in depth, which allows an easy access from the 
seating position. The whole system of adjustments allows to better suit the whole aid 
accordingly to the anthropometric characteristics of the user. For further information, 
please refer to the section on options, accessories and adjustments. Weight: 60 kg. 
Maximum load: 140 kg.

ENd USER
Any person who although weak is careful and coordinated enough. Whenever the user 
is capable of transferring unaided from the wheelchair onto the standing frame seat, 
but he is not capable of lifting by his own means. The gas spring offers a partial push 
which completes the one provided by the user. This mechanism holds the user when he 
stops at an intermediate position halfway from sitting and upright position for eventually 
rest before finishing the verticalization. The anthropometric adjustment is obtained 
furthermore by a second gas spring which helps to lift or lower the whole main structure 
along with the leg, hand and trunk rests. 

“An important advantage of this standing 
frame, when compared to the other similar 
ones, is the satisfaction experienced by 
the user while operating it by himself. This 
satisfaction is not experienced, obviously, 
when using servo-motor models or the ones 
with an important aid by the carer.” - From a 
medical report - April 2006

TECHNICAL dATA
ARTICLE CODE    Av3 112 A24 54C
Handle-thoracic support group not movable while lifting
Servo-assisted lift gas spring
Structure height adjustment gas spring
Overload protection not available
Parking brake individual on four castors
Speed of movement (joystick) not available
Frame height from ground 31 mm
Maximum climbable step not available
Maximum climbable slope not available
Operation time (lift) not available
Average recharging battery time not available
Battery charging level not available
Auto off not available
Fault diagnostics and maintenance not available
Anti-crushing safety system not available

wiTh AdjusTAble hAndles
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Pos. 5  The footplates

0 Without footplates

1 Wooden footplates, positionable with screws

2 Metal footplates, adjustable without tools

Pos. 4  The base structure

1 For aided mobility

Pos. 6  The knee supports

1 Anatomic supports, adjustable

2 Softer supports, adjustable

3 Softer supports, adjustable only in height

Pos. 7  The height of the structure

A Adjustable by gas spring

B Adjustable by electric motor

Pos. 8 Verticalization

0 unaided verticalization, manual

Pos. 9  Verticalization support

1 no support

Pos. 10  The side handles

1 base handles, not adjustable

Pos. 11  The structure - upper part

3 Fixed structure, fixed handles

Pos. 12  The service tray

N Without service tray

A Wooden service tray – medium size

B Polyethylene service tray – medium size

E Wooden service tray – large size

F Polyethylene service tray – large size

G  Plexiglass service tray - large size

C Plexiglass service tray - medium size

2 For independent mobility, compact base

3 For independent mobility, easy access

For further information regarding options and 
accessories, please see previous paragraphs.

Pos. 5 - Option 1 
Pos. 5 - Option 2 

Pos. 12 - Option b 

Pos. 12 - Option C 

Pos. 12 - Option A 

Pos. 12 - Option F 

Pos. 12 - Option g 

Pos. 12 - Option E 

Pos. 11 - Option 3 

Pos. 10 - Option 1 

Pos. 9 - Option 1 Pos. 6 - Option 1

Pos. 6 - Option 2

Pos. 6 - Option 3

Pos. 7 - Option A

Pos. 7 - Option b

Pos. 4 - Option 1 
Pos. 4 - Option 2 
Pos. 4 - Option 3

wiTh mAnuAl verTiCAlizATion
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Example of product configuration

This device allows the user to assume and maintain an upright position, and to 
move around indoors aided by a carer. The lift effort is done by the user who 
pushes with the upper limbs which grip solidly onto the lateral handles and onto 
the service tray. As an alternative the user is lifted and positioned by a carer. After 
the verticalization the user can stabilize the upright position by using the side lever 
which lowers the padded back support. The service tray is provided with several 
adjustment possibilities by sliding, in height and depth. The aid is provided with 
four casters which allow it to move around by hand push. The adjustment of the 
height of the main structure, directly involving the setting of the knee supports 
and the service tray, is mechanically served by a gas-spring controlled by a lever 
attached onto the lateral support. The whole system of adjustments allows to better 
suit the whole aid accordingly to the anthropometric characteristics of the user. For 
further information, please refer to the section on options, accessories and 
adjustments. Weight: 58 kg. Maximum load: 140 kg. Please refer to the 
section on options, accessories and adjustment

(Ex code Av 11 1110 - STAnD uP 1110)

The model in the picture has the AC0686 accessory.
Certificazione richiesta dalla Comunità
Europea e riconosciuta a livello 
Internazionale

ENd USER
Any user who is capable of transferring unaided from the wheelchair onto the standing 
frame, and to reach the upright position by his own, can use this simple standing frame. 
It will be necessary some help for closing the buttocks support (only a few users are 
capable of doing this by themselves). If a valid and continuous aid is provided, the 
standing frame can be also used by those who do not have much strength and do not 
use it many times during the day.

31 2

EXAMPLE OF THE RESTRAINT SYSTEM

ACCESSORIES: 
AC0685 FIXEd HEEL RESTS
AC0047 FOOT STRAPS
AC0014 LEGS STRAPS
AC0783 BACK STRAP
AC0693 FRONT SUPPORT
01608 HANd GRIP
01609 HANd-WRIST GRIP
AC0767.W? COLOUREd PAddING FOR LARGE SERVICE TRAY
AC0764 LARGE ABS SERVICE TRAY

TECHNICAL dATA
ARTICLE CODE     AV3 121 A01 13G
Handle-thoracic support group nOT movable WHILE LIFTIng
Servo-assisted lift by hand
Structure height adjustment gas spring
Overload protection not available
Parking brake individuale, sulle quattro ruote
Speed of movement (joystick) not available
Frame height from ground 31 mm
Maximum climbable step not available
Maximum climbable slope not available
Operation time (lift) not available
Average recharging battery time not available
Battery charging level not available
Auto off not available
Fault diagnostics and maintenance not available
Anti-crushing safety system not available

wiTh mAnuAl verTiCAlizATion
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The origins of the product

Francesco Miotto presents in this video his 
testimony about the origins of the Struzzo 
product and about his collaboration with 
Chinesport to start producing at industrial scale 
and commercializing it in Italy in the late 90s.
He has been director of the Technical 
Laboratory Technothon of the Telethon 
Foundation - Italy.

Quality of life: a right not to be renounced

In the picture above Francesco Miotto, inventor of Struzzo standing frame, is doing some stretching for his legs with a personalized support 
applied onto an early wooden version not motorized and manufactured by Chinesport. This first model was sold in Italy in 1997.

“My name is Francesco Miotto and I am the inventor of Struzzo. The first interesting thing to say is that my preparation previous to my 
illness is as a project maker. Therefore, once I had a walking problem I just took out an old project from my drawer; also becase my wife 
got ill herself and could not help me anymore to stand up. Working together with a friend, in the kitchen sometimes, the first prototype of 
Struzzo was made. At the beginning, friends and colleagues were scheptical about the fact of being able to use it unaided, however, after 
some days... this is very interesting. Aids are not stupid objects. To learn how to ski people may take years with an instructor, to learn how 
to use Struzzo may be necessary to devote to it a couple of weeks in order to appreciate its potential and especially to learn how to use it. It 
is not easy, we don't have neither strength nor balance and we must be patient in time... ”

“User-centered design”
It is an approach which concerns an 
involvement of the end user since the first 
moments of development of the product, 
in order to detect the needs to be satisfied 
and establish the specific functions and 
characteristics. In the case of our standing 
frames, the idea of a lifting action aided 
by a special seat with a back access has 
come directly from an end user. 
When at a certain moment of his life his 
illness manifested, and in order not to 
burden even more his wife for his moving 
around, he built with a friend the first 
wooden prototype in his kitchen.
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"My name is Madjid Madouche, suffering from a 
neurological disease I move around by wheelchair 
since ten years. I present a deficit in the lower limbs 
and for some years I have strong disabling pain in 
the upper limbs, especially the left shoulder with 
chronic tendinopathy. Following various tests I found 
out that the pain occurred after the lifting sessions 
which forced me to raise my arms , and particularly 
my left arm. I looked for and tried several models of 
standing frames with electric motor but the efforts 
required were still too high, either to fix the straps, 
or to raise and fold the tray which was too bulky 
and heavy, etc. Could not consider lifting to be 
independent. It is almost two years that I have been 
looking for the lifting equipment with the "help" of 
various French suppliers.
Since approximately seven months I have been in 
direct and serious contact with the CHINESPORT 
company in Italy, which I came across to the web. 
This company makes and markets many models 
of standing frames and many other rehabilitation 
products. At first, I tried a standing frame called 
"STRUZZO" equipped with three independent electric 
motors. The ideal model and the most complete one. 
In March 2014, I bought the "EASY-UP" standing 
frame of CHINESPORT company, equipped with two 
independent electric motors. Thus, this device has 
allowed me to reach a satisfactory lift from all points 
of views. Perfect lift effortless and unconstrained on 
the shoulder, with easy and efficient use. Indeed, a 
long seat makes transfer easier from the base plane 
onto the device  with perfect alignment. There is no 
pulling effort for the upper nor the lower limbs.
I am very pleased with this purchase. I use it several 
times a day."

Madjid Madouche. May 19, 2014.

some testimonies
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Are people ever too old to start working with a Struzzo? Very often we 
hear that people are being told by others, just comply with sitting in your 
wheelchair, nothing is going to change anymore, who bother with other 
supporting aids, they are too expansive anyway...
This can be said sometimes by family members, doctors, therapists , all 
with the no doubt good intention to let the person in the wheelchair come 
to terms with their situation. But...there are other people as well who jump 
on the occasion when it presents itself to them, sometimes literally. Meet 
Mrs Moonen, her age is 73. She has been diagnosed with MS 20 years 
ago. She has done all she could in her life to stay as well as possible, by 
exercizing, therapies, and a positive outlook on life. With help of a devoted 
husband she is a delight to meet. She is on Struzzo twice a week with 
guidance of therapist and now would love to expand the usage. Coming 
at her home for the assesment, she literally jumped on the seat of the 
Struzzo and was on it before I knew it. Why? Because her friend was there, 
and she was very keen to show herself standing. Another friend turned up 
(more cups of tea for the husband to arrange..) and her eyes were wide 
open from the surprise of meeting her lady friend standing and driving 
around through the living room. When asked by her friend what it was like 
for her to stand, Mrs Moonen said:' It feels great to feel the earth back 
under my feet'. So simple, and yet so fundamental. Who is ever to old to 
reclaim his or her standing life, with both feet on the earth? 

Multiple Sclerosis : Mrs Moonen testimony, Holland - 2013

For Mrs Moonen and all who like to feel the earth under their 
feet, remember the song I Feel The Earth Move - Carole King -

'' I don't have words to describe my enthusiasm, joy, surprise, when yesterday in only 30 seconds I was in erect position in complete 
autonomy and with my hands completely free and with the opportunity to move autonomously at home, reaching all those places in the last 
five years I was not able to reach as I'm seated. But let's go step by step. I had the need for a standing device, but the local public assistance 
office proposed one who was inconvenient, difficult to use, cumbersome and I wasn't able to use it in autonomy until I saw the advertisement 
of this aid. I said this to my physiatrist to whom I gave all documentation downloaded from internet because I wanted that he informed 
himself about the possibility to try it but, almost after a month the all public procedure didn't go on and I didn't know the reason, thus I took 
the matter in my hands and in a week I got a demonstration at home directly by the firm informing the physiatrist about the date and time 
and finally yesterday I could realize the genius of this aid. Only 30 seconds were enough and in autonomy I found myself standing, free to 
move at home, transfer is possible with motor units and joystick and thanks to strict dimensions I can access to all the house, a fantastic 
emotion to be able to see the world from above. The company which produces this is CHINESPORT from Udine and the aid is called Struzzo 
Plus, you can see it on www.chinesport.it But it isn't ended here because the aid can be paid by th e Italian Health National System with a 
complete reimbursement. So who wants to get again an erect position can contact this firm and with the maximum availability and kindness 
you could verify directly what I said and don't think that I'm involved in any way with this manufacturer because I'm ill exactly like you, I'm 
EDSS 8 and my unique interest is to inform you about a different aid more useful than that normally proposed by the local public unit. ''

some testimonies

Never too old to claim your 'standing' life !

''I don't have words to describe my enthusiasm"

Multiple Sclerosis: Mr Cuoghi testimony, 50 years old - Italy, 2009

“Once you have learned the correct technique, you
will discover how to stand up, change positions, use
sanitation, etc. almost without having to weigh on your
attendant. You will find your own personal technique to
use it and discover new uses.”

by Francesco Miotto, the first user and inventor, published on DM 
magazine of march 2000 pages 36-37.
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"My name is Tessa, and I'm 43 years old. Because of a car accident, some 
6 years ago, I'm  now sitting in a wheelchair,  due to a complete spinal 
cord injury at T11. After the accident my right shoulder has a limitation that 
makes transfers more difficult. Furthermore I have developed striker feet, 
which can only be solved by using my own weight by standing up.
Since the Struzzo came into my life, these struggles are resolved and my 
life is positively changed. My independence and my sense of self-worth are 
increased enormously.  No transfer is too difficult and no height is too high 
with the coming of the Struzzo, I have furthermore noticed that a human 
being is not made for sitting all day.  By standing up regularly, I feel much 
better in body and mind. In my view, everybody who is in a wheelchair 
should have a Struzzo, because my life with the Struzzo feels like what it 
was before my accident: "Normal"."

Tessa 44 years Holland Spinal Cord injury at T 11

My life with the Struzzo feels like what it was
before my accident: "Normal"

Do you want see Tessa 
moving around with 
her Struzzo ?

“I find the Struzzo a very useful aid in the life of a 
disabled person. Personally, it enables meto do many 
small things that normally I couldn’t do seated. Now 
I can do the housework without leaving aside the 
windows and high shelves; I move around with great 
ease while looking at my new world - contrary to before 
- from up high and not from down below and can look 
the people around me straight in the eye. Moreover, 
I use Struzzo as a verticalizer; it allows me to do the 
same exercises that I could do with the static one 
without having to have so many cumbersome aids in 
the house. Struzzo helps me on a daily basis both from 
a physiotherapeutic point of view for my exercises as 
well as from a psychological point of view because I no 
longer have to ask for help with many things, making 
me feel much more autonomous. In short, it’s an aid 
that changes your life by making it simpler”.

Lucia Fettolini, 24 years old - Rogno BG Italy
Spinal Cord injury at L2 - L5
Height 168 cm, Weight 54 kg

Now I can do the housework without
leaving aside the windows

some testimonies
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Question: Is it important for children to see their 
parents standing, when the parent normally goes 
through life wheelchairbound?

JON TRIES THE STRUZZO
Jon shows how he can move around
unaided with the help of Struzzo at home, 
indoors but also in the garden. Then he 
comes back in and goes into the kitchen 
where he reaches an object in a cupboard.

CHRIS MEETS STRUZZO 

This user shows how it is possible to move
around easily in all directions while 
standing on Struzzo, with sudden changes 
and even backward movements by using 
the joystick.

AT A LIVE CONCERT
Paralympic athlete Mirjam de Koning 
shares her experience of participating at a 
live concert and being able to be in upright 
position at relative close distance from the 
stage.

"If Struzzo spoke for itself it would be about trasferring, lifting and moving around, in the name of simplicity, versatility, 
light weight, easy to maneuver and good mood. Maybe it wouldn't be too much proud of itself when saying it is the 
top of the class in everything, but it would be happy to state it knows how to do many more things in comparison to 
others and of being born from deep reasoning."

some testimonies

"I have seen very surprised responses from 
children of different ages to see one of 
their parents in an upright position. From 
laughter, being stunned, surprised, shocked, 
a bit afraid, all sorts of reactions can be 
anticipated. This little boy of 3 thought it very 
funny that his mother, after living for 13 years 
with a spinal chord injury, suddenly got out of
her wheelchair and was suddenly much
bigger than him! So, that was reason for a
game, who- is- biggest? Mum had been in
the Struzzo before, when she was pregnant
and was the first person in this condition
that we helped to a standing up position.
At that time she thoroughly enjoyed it, and
never forgot about it. She is now motivated
to stand more often and wants to clear up
the mess this little kiddy is causing and be
able to put it in the highest cupboards!"

Thank you Mirella, for sharing this.

Posted on March 31, 2014 by Struzzonline in FAQ.
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6Struzzo's Testimonials at First International Meeting
in Amsterdam 17th-19th October 2013

“Everyone has a chance to use
Struzzo, the only true barrier is
lack of motivation. Motivation
and dedication to learning how
to correctly use Struzzo as highly 
intelligent aid are fundamental
aspects in order to obtain the
success of complete autonomy”
by Carlo Marchesini

Tim Wijngaarden - first Struzzo's end user in Holland after many years

Myriam de Koning, Struzzo's end user Paralympics
swimming champion - Spinal injury

Hans Nelemans, Struzzo's end user - director building
business - Muscular dystrophy

some testimonies



ARE YOU 

ENd USER?

Post at www.struzzonline.com 



Chinesport, just a click away
Chinesport’s website has also been designed and set up for those using 
mobile phones or IPads, not necessarily because they are out-and-about or 
travelling, but because they wish to know more about it while using our 
catalogue or other documentation. We are constantly involved in publishing 
new detailed information, photos (now even bigger), videos and multimedia
files that are worth sharing. Finally, the website also provides a guide 
to putting the code together for a product made up of a number of parts. 

Point, 
and explore 
the video!



CHINESPORT spa - Via Croazia, 2 - 33100 Udine - Italy
Tel. 0432 621 621 - Fax 0432 621 620

export@chinesport.it

www.chinesport.com

The underlying causes of many acute or overuse injuries are often not treated using a conventional diagnostic and therapeutic 
approach,leading to frequent reinjury and treatment failure. many leading therapists have discovered that treating the patient's global 
posture isthe key to a successful, fast and efficient treatment regime. performing a detailed posture analysis is an essential part of a 
more hollistic therapeutic approach and treatment strategy. 

The healthy posture for healthy movement training courses package gets you off to a flying start with the Chinesport Global posture 
system equipment range. different level courses are based on the latest evidence in posture analysis and treatment of posture related 
disorders and injuries, each developed and continuously updated by experts with many years of experience using Chinesport Global 
posture system equipment. The basic course explains how they use the equipment in order to diagnose interregional dependencies that 
underlie existing musculoskeletal disorders or increase risk of injury and decreased physical performance. This enables practitioners to 
quickly and easily understand how to improve treatment protocols and increase therapeutic success. The advanced modules introduce 
treatment concepts for various postural disorders and injuries, based on many years of practical experience and know how.

heAlThy posTure For heAlThy movemenT

ARCHIMEDE™ Pulley therapy systemMITO™ Postural table

Proprioceptive exercises TCARE™ for Tecar therapy

GPS 400™ Posture analysis


